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Contipark takes over two underground car parks in Freudenstadt  

From 1 February, Germany's largest provider will operate parking facilities at the 

Kurhaus and the upper market square 

Freudenstadt is famous for having the largest market square in Germany. Not only is it a tourist magnet, 

but also the town centre, which was rebuilt after the Second World War with traditional gabled houses 

- the "wonder of Freudenstadt". 400,000 overnight stays in 2022 alone speak for the popularity of 

Freudenstadt. Visitors to the sights will now find a central place to park in the 417 spaces in the "Oberer 

Marktplatz" underground car park. "Our customers will also find clean, safe and inexpensive parking 

facilities in our new car park - just like everywhere else in our buildings," says Andreas Knops, member 

of the Contipark Management Board and Head of Property Management. Contipark is taking over the 

car park facilities from the "City of Freudenstadt" after winning a tender.   

Contipark increases the number of e-charging points at Oberer Marktplatz sixfold 

There are currently only two e-charging points in the underground car park. "That's clearly not enough. 

If we really want to accelerate the mobility transition, then we need to invest in charging infrastructure. 

That's why we are planning to install ten additional charging points in the near future," says Andreas 

Knops.  

With the change of operator, Contipark is also bringing its tried-and-tested P Card to the large district 

town in the Black Forest. This means a tried and tested system of favourable prices. The P Card offers 

regular customers throughout Germany a modern and uncomplicated way of parking. For example, it 

enables ticketless entry and exit as well as cashless payment. With the P Card, the daily price is often 

just 5 euros.  

Affordable parking at the Kurhaus 

In addition to the underground car park on Oberer Marktplatz, Contipark will take over the underground 

car park at the Kurhaus, which is also being put out to tender, on 1 February 2024. 223 parking spaces 

on three levels will be available here for visitors to events at the Kurhaus and the adjacent congress 

centre.  

About CONTIPARK: 

The Contipark Group has been planning, developing and operating public parking facilities at all relevant 

location categories since it was founded in 1967. These include shopping centres, railway stations, city 

or pedestrian zones, cultural and leisure facilities as well as clinics and health centres. Contipark actively 

pursues the acquisition of suitable properties in Germany and Austria. As part of the Interparking Group, 

one of the largest car park operators in Europe, Contipark operates more than 570 parking facilities in 

over 200 cities in Germany and Austria, making it the market leader in Germany.  

More information about the P Card can be found at www.mein-contipark.de. 
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